Binder Jetting (BJ) is an efficient, economical, and scalable Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology that can be used in fabricating parts made of reflective and conductive materials like copper, which have applications in advanced thermal and electrical components. The primary challenge of BJ is in producing fully dense, homogeneous parts without infiltration. To this end, copper parts of porosities ranging from 2.7% to 16.4% were fabricated via BJ, by varying powder morphology, post-process sintering, and Hot Isostatic Pressing conditions. The aim of this study is to characterize and quantify the effects of porosity on the material properties of Binder Jet pure copper parts. Copper parts with the lowest porosity of 2.7% demonstrated a tensile strength of 176 MPa (80.2% of wrought strength), a thermal conductivity of 327.9 W/m·K (84.5% that of wrought copper), and an electrical conductivity of 5.6 × 10 7 S/m (96.6% IACS). The porosity-property relationship in these parts was compared against theoretical and empirical models in the literature for similar structures. These studies contribute towards developing a scientific understanding of the process-property-performance relationship in BJ of copper and other printed metals, which can help in tailoring materials and processing conditions to achieve desired properties.
H I G H L I G H T S
• The effects of powder configuration and process-induced porosity on material properties of binder jet copper were evaluated. • Printed copper parts of 97% density featured 80 -94% of wrought strength, thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity. • Property variations with porosity were compared with models in the powder metallurgy and composite material literature. • This work lays a foundation for the development of models for post-processporosity-property relationships in binder jetting.
Introduction
Copper is an important material with high thermal and electrical conductivities that can be used in applications involving enhanced heat transfer and electrical components. The layer-wise fabrication approach of Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies can enable the Materials and Design 182 (2019) 108001 fabrication of copper components that feature complex geometries, which could be leveraged in applications such as heat exchangers and rocket engine components with internal cooling channels [1] . However, copper's high thermal conductivity makes it difficult to control the melt pool if fabricating by laser-or electron beam-based Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) AM technologies, and its high reflectivity limits the choice of laser wavelengths that may be used [2] . Hence, processing pure, unalloyed copper powder using such systems can be challenging.
Additive manufacturing of pure copper
It has proven to be challenging to fabricate pure copper parts of sufficient densities via Laser PBF [3] . For example, Lykov and co-authors were able to achieve 88.1% density and a strength of only 149 MPa in copper parts fabricated using Selective Laser Melting (SLM) [4] . Other research has focused on special modifications to the laser technology [5, 6] or machine and processing conditions [7] in order to circumvent said challenges. In comparison, researchers have been able to fabricate complex geometry copper parts via electron beam melting (EBM) such as auxetic structures [8] and parts with internal cooling channels [9] . Higher densities of up to 99.5% had been achieved by Lodes and co-authors [10] , but they have yet to characterize the material properties. More recently, Guschlbauer and co-authors were able to fabricate nearly fully dense copper using selective electron beam melting (SEBM) with extremely high purity copper powder [11] . They developed process parameters for achieving thermal conductivity N385 W/m·K and electrical conductivity N 58 MS/m, provided a very low impurity content in the powder. While they were able to achieve superior mechanical properties along the build plane with a tensile strength of 177 N/mm 2 and an elongation at fracture of 59.3%, there was strong anisotropy as the parts tested perpendicular to the build plane (Z direction) were significantly weaker due to the presence of cracks.
By separating part creation from sintering, Binder Jetting (BJ) AM effectively circumvents the challenges faced by PBF AM technologies due to copper's high reflectivity and thermal conductivity. Specifically, BJ involves selectively jetting a binder into a copper powder bed to form a 'green' part in a layer-wise fashion (Fig. 1 ). Once printing is complete, the polymeric binder is cured in a low-temperature thermal postprocess, which sufficiently improves part strength to enable depowdering. The green part is then placed into a furnace with a reducing atmosphere, in which the binder is pyrolyzed, and the copper powder is sintered and densified. While BJ offers benefits of scalability, efficiency, and the ability to process a wide array of materials, its primary disadvantage is its inability to fully densify the printed green parts without the infiltration of a secondary, lower-melting point material. This lack of densification is primarily due to (i) the process's inability to spread fine powders, and (ii) the powder bed's low density, which is due to the lack of compaction or agitation during layer recoating. The resultant parts' residual porosity causes deficiency in their final material properties. In the case of copper, BJ has been used to achieve up to 99.47% density through the use of optimized powder morphologies [12] , printing parameters and sintering profiles [13] , and post-process Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) [14] . Various intermediate densities achieved using different powders and post-processing conditions have been discussed elsewhere in the literature [15] .
Research objective
The goal of this work is to lay a framework for developing processstructure-property relationships for BJ of copper, by mapping processing conditions to various material properties namely strength, ductility, and thermal and electrical conductivity. This is to be done by understanding the correlation between processing conditions and porosity and microstructure which has been explored elsewhere [15] , and that between process-induced porosity and material properties. The latter is investigated in this article by analyzing the properties of specimens processed to achieve varying degrees of porosity. These properties are then compared to literature values in the context of porous copper prepared using powder metallurgy (PM), and to models for twocomponent systems with copper and the pores acting as each component.
A comparison with PM copper is appropriate since BJ is closest in nature to PM processes, albeit with loosely packed powders and no compaction. However, because of this difference between the processes, it has been seen that powder metallurgy knowledge does not directly translate to BJ. For instance, Bai and co-authors demonstrated that the use of bimodal powders in BJ yields higher density than when using small powders, which is contradictory to PM processes involving powder compaction, where finer powders are more favorable [12] . Similarly, two-component system-based models need not directly reflect Binder Jet part properties. These models are instead used in this study as a reference for comparison to BJ. The long-term goal is to use these models as a foundation to develop post-process-structure-property relationships specific to BJ.
An overview of the models used to study the measured properties is presented in Section 2, including mechanical properties (2.1), thermal and electrical conductivity (2.2), and the Wiedemann-Franz Law that provides a relationship between the two conductivities (2.3). The methods used to fabricate the specimens of varying porosity (3.1) and to test their tensile (3.2), thermal (3.3) and electrical conductivity (3.4) properties are presented in Section 3. The results from the analyses of strength (4.1), ductility (4.2), Young's modulus (4.3), thermal and electrical conductivities (4.4 and 4.5), and the Wiedemann-Franz Law (4.6) are reported in Section 4. Conclusions of the study and suggestions for future work are presented in Section 5.
Modeling porosity-property relationships
The models used in developing these porosity-property relationships are presented in this section. 
Mechanical properties
The tensile strength of porous PM specimens can be estimated to vary with density by Eq. (1), according to German [16] :
where σ is the tensile strength of the porous material, σ 0 is the wrought strength of the same material (220 MPa for copper), and ρ and ρ t are the density of the porous specimen and the theoretical density of the material, respectively. K is equivalent to a stress concentration factor due to the pores, and m is the exponential dependence of strength on porosity. Both parameters depend on the processing conditions, and the equation is valid in the absence of any microstructural problems. German also presents data on the strength of PM copper with various degrees of porosity in his book [16] . Upon fitting this data into Eq. (1), the values of parameters K and m were empirically found to be 0.9926 and 2.5150 respectively at an R 2 value of 0.9998. Eq. (2) presents the dependence of ductility on porosity as proposed by Haynes [17] :
where Z is the relative ductility (ratio of observed elongation of porous material to wrought material), ε is the porosity, and c is a coefficient representing the sensitivity of the ductility to porosity for the material under consideration. Fitting the ductility data provided by German [16] for various porosities under 15% into the model in Eq. (2), the value of c is obtained as 210.237, at an R 2 value of 0.9931. The elongation of wrought copper is taken as 0.45 based on the same data. The mechanical property values observed in BJ copper samples are presented and discussed in Sections 4.1-4.4 in comparison with the above PM models.
Thermal and electrical conductivity
There are a number of models in the literature that describe the variation of thermal conductivity with porosity. A model proposed by Aivazov and Domashnev uses the following relation for the variation of thermal and electrical conductivity with porosity [18] :
where k is the thermal conductivity of the porous specimen, k 0 is the thermal conductivity of pure wrought copper (388 W/m·K), ε is the porosity, and n is an experimentally determined constant. In regimes of porosity b 0.3, the relation may be approximated as follows [16] :
where ω is a constant with a value between 1 and 2, also determined experimentally. ω of 1.136 for thermal conductivity and ω of 1.1228 for electrical conductivity were determined from German's experimental results, both having R 2 values of 0.9999. These values, although determined for copper fabricated from a different processing method, are taken as a reference to compare against the conductivity data obtained from Binder Jet copper. Other models discussed in the literature [19] [20] [21] explore the effective conductivity from a physical perspective by modeling the porous material as a typical two-phase structure, and assuming various kinds of dispersions and shapes of one constituent (pores) with regard to the other (parent material). In all of the equations described below, k refers to the effective conductivity, k 1 and v 1 refer to the conductivity and volume fraction of the parent material (copper), and k 2 and v 2 to those of the dispersed medium (pores), respectively.
The Parallel model assumes that the phases are aligned parallel to the heat flow, providing alternating parallel conduction pathways. While this arrangement is not physically accurate for our samples, this model gives the upper bound to the effective thermal conductivity, as given by [22] :
The Maxwell-Eucken model assumes a distribution of noninteracting spherical pores within the copper medium, for which the effective thermal conductivity is given by [19] :
The Effective Medium Theory (EMT) model assumes a random distribution of two phases, for which the effective conductivity is given by [21] :
A modified form of the EMT has also been proposed that takes into consideration grain boundary thermal resistance effects. The equation for this is as follows [21] :
where k poly is the thermal conductivity of the polycrystalline matrix, k single is the thermal conductivity of pure, single crystal material in the absence of grain boundaries, n is the number of grain boundaries per unit length, and R th is the thermal resistance of the grain boundaries.
The measured thermal and electrical conductivities of printed parts are compared against those predicted from Eqs. (4)- (7) and are presented in Sections 4.5 and 4.6. Additional analyses are done by using the observed thermal conductivity for each processing condition in the EMT and modified EMT models to calculate the conductivity of the copper matrix in each case, and further estimate the grain boundary thermal resistance, R th , to compare to what is estimated in the literature [23, 24] . These results are presented in Section 4.5.
Wiedemann-Franz law
The electrical and thermal conductivities of a metal are related by a semi-empirical relation called the Wiedemann-Franz Law, which is given by Eq. (9):
where L is a constant called the Lorenz number, T is the absolute temperature, and ρ is the electrical resistivity. The quantities L and b represent the material-dependent electron and lattice (phonon) contributions to thermal conductivity, respectively. In the case of copper, previous literature has proposed the values of L and b to be 2.39 × 10 −8 WΩ/K 2 and 0.075 W/m·K [25] [26] [27] . In their study of porous PM copper, Koh and Fortini determined L and b to be 2.307 × 10 −8 WΩ/ K 2 and 18.6 W/m·K, respectively [27] . One approach to a modification of the Wiedemann-Franz Law for the specific case of Binder Jet copper could be to fit the conductivity data to determine a modified equation [28] . However, in this study, the observed thermal conductivity data is directly compared to predictions using Koh and Fortini's model for Oxygen-Free High Conductivity (OFHC) copper powders sintered to varying porosities [27] . They state that the constants are expected to be independent of porosity and dependent only on the material. It is assumed here that the difference in powder size and type, and the processing conditions in this study as compared to theirs, has a negligible effect on these constants. The results from this analysis are discussed in Section 4.7. In previous work by the authors of this paper, different amounts of porosity have been achieved in BJ copper parts through the use of powders of different sizes and size blends, and post-process HIP [15] . A schematic diagram of the BJ process chain used in this work is presented in Fig. 3 and illustrates the process/post-process variables and control variables at each stage. Pure copper powders (obtained from ACuPowder Intl LLC) with median sizes of 17 μm, 25 μm, and a bimodal blend of powders with median sizes of 30 μm and 5 μm (mixed in the ratio of 73:27 by weight) were printed using an ExOne R2 system with a 70 μm layer thickness and 100% binder saturation. The binder used was the off-the-shelf binder from ExOne (PM-B-SR2-05) as it has previously been demonstrated to bind well with copper powders and leave minimal carbon residue upon pyrolysis [13] . Following the printing, all specimens were sintered as per the cycle shown in Fig. 3 . This cycle incorporates a sintering temperature of 1075°C for 3 h, after a 30minute hold at 450°C to allow for binder burn-off. All heating and cooling ramps are at a rate of 5°C/min. Some of these sintered specimens were then HIPed at 1075°C, 206.84 MPa (30,000 psi) for 2 h for analysis of HIPed specimens, and others retained for analyses of sintered specimens. From these varied parameters, specimens with six different amounts of porosity were thus achieved. The exact numbers of samples available for each characterization are presented in Table 1 .
Experimental methods

Specimen fabrication
Density, porosity, and microstructure
Density measurements were conducted via an Archimedes principle based apparatus to measure the mass of parts in air and in water and calculating the relative density. These specimens were oil impregnated, per the procedures outlined in the standard, for accuracy in measurements [29] . Optical porosity characterizations were done by polishing samples in successively finer grit papers and polishing cloths to remove scratches on the surface, and the samples were observed under an optical microscope. Three samples of each type were sectioned along all three planes for analysis. Polished samples were subsequently etched using nitric acid for microstructure characterization. The average grain size was determined using the Saltykov rectangle method [30, 31] . For this method, rectangular sections were cropped from microscope images at random locations. For a given section of area A,the number of grains enclosed (n enc ) and those intercepted (n int ) by the perimeter of this rectangle were substituted into the equation for the number of grains per square millimeter, N A = (n enc + 0.5n int + 1)/A. The average grain area was then calculated as A g = 1/N A , and the average diameter within the concerned section as the square root of A g . These were then averaged across multiple sections. The key results of porosity and microstructure characterizations from previous work [15] by the authors are presented in Section 4.1 of this article.
Tensile testing
Tensile testing was carried out per the ASTM Standard E8/E8-M -16a [32] using flat unmachined test specimens. The specimens were printed randomly in the XYZ or the YXZ orientations ( Fig. 2) [33] . The tests were conducted with an INSTRON machine using a 50 kN load cell at a constant strain rate of 0.015 mm/mm/min per the recommendation in the standard (elongation rate of 0.381 mm/min) for a gauge length of 25.4 mm (1 in.). The ultimate tensile strength at break was measured, and the ductility is reported in terms of percentage elongation of gauge length.
Thermal conductivity measurement
The thermal conductivity of the specimens was calculated by the laser flash method, where the thermal conductivity is the product of thermal diffusivity, sample density, and specific heat. The procedures followed were based on the ASTM Standard E1461-13 [34] . The samples fabricated for these measurements were thin discs with diameters of 10 mm and thicknesses of~2 mm ( Fig. 2) . A thin layer of graphite was sprayed onto the sample surfaces in order to enhance laser energy absorption and to avoid errors due to laser reflections.
In the laser flash method, a laser pulse is incident on the front surface of the disc, which creates a sudden rise in temperature at this surface. The thermal wave resulting from the laser pulse then diffuses through the sample, and it eventually creates a temperature rise on the backside of the sample. The temperature rise at the backside of the sample is recorded as a function of time and the maximum temperature rise (ΔT), along with the sample mass (m) and pulse energy from laser (ΔE), can be used to calculate the specific heat (C p ¼ ΔE mΔT Þ. Additionally, the time required for the temperature at the backside to reach half of the maximum temperature rise, defined as half-rise time (t 1/2 ), along with the sample thickness (L), can be used to calculate the thermal diffusivity (α) from The thermal conductivity (k) can then be calculated from
where C p is the specific heat capacity and ρ is the density of the specimen. Here, the specific heat was also measured using the laser flash method as mentioned previously, and the density was determined from Archimedes Principle based measurements (3.1).
Electrical resistivity measurement
The electrical resistivity of the samples was measured using a fourwire measurement apparatus. For this purpose, the samples printed were thin cylindrical rods (Fig. 2) . A known current is passed through a measured length of the rod, and the corresponding drop in voltage is measured. The resistivity can be calculated from
where ρ is the resistivity, R is the resistance, V is the measured voltage drop, I is the known current, A is the cross sectional area, and L is the length of the rod.
Owing to the relatively low resistivity of copper, in order for the voltage to be measurable using the available multimeter, the length of the rod and the current passed through the rod had to be maximized, while the cross sectional area had to be minimal. Hence, a current of 10 A was passed using a high-current power source. Given the constraints of the printing process, and taking into account that the asprinted green parts must be able to withstand handling and depowdering prior to sintering, the parts were designed to have a diameter of 2 mm and a length of~150 mm. Electrical conductivity values are presented either in S/m, or as a percentage of the International Annealed Copper Standard, or IACS (100% IACS = 5.8001 × 10 7 S/m).
Results and discussion
Characterizations of printed, sintered, and HIPed copper parts
The processing conditions used to obtain specimens of each density and the corresponding measured density and porosity are presented in Table 2 . It is to be noted that while the maximum porosity achieved was 99.47% as indicated in Section 1.1, these results had been obtained for a limited set of trial specimens in a preliminary evaluation [15] . However, these results are not incorporated in this article as they were not repeatable owing to powder quality inconsistencies.
EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES
Binder Jetting
Hot Isostatic Pressing Sintering CONTROL VARIABLES None Fig. 3 . Schematic diagram of the process chain. Some representative images of porosity observed in cross-sectional images of polished samples are provided in Fig. 4 (25 μm specimens) , Fig. 5 (17 μm specimens) and Fig. 6 (bimodal specimens). The circular grey/black regions in these images are pores, while the straight, elongated artifacts are scratches resulting from damage during polishing. The micrographs indicate that the porosity distribution is heterogeneous in the case of 17 μm and 25 μm specimens, with more pores concentrated near the surface and between layers. Such a porosity distribution is different from those assumed in the models discussed in Section 2. In the case of bimodal parts, while the porosity distribution is more uniform, the processing conditions and powders result in microstructural issues that are not accounted for in these models. This limits the direct applicability of these models to BJ as discussed previously.
Upon etching these sections, equiaxed, twinned grains were observed in the micrographs of BJ printed and sintered specimens, which coarsened upon HIP. Fig. 7 provides representative images of the kinds of grain structure observed. Grain size measurement data are presented in Table 2 , which evidence the grain coarsening observed. The 25 μm specimens contained extensive porosity and were not characterized for grain size. As expected, the strength increases with density. The highest tensile strength achieved is~176 MPa at a density of 97.3%, which is 80.2% of the strength of wrought copper (220 MPa). It is evident that the tensile strength of both sintered and HIPed copper is below the value expected based on the model. The disparity may be due to microstructural differences caused by the difference in powder types and processing conditions as compared to those used to construct the PM model, as the parameters K and m in Eq. (1) are dependent on the processing conditions and grain structure among other factors. However, the authors were unable to access the details of the processing conditions used and the microstructures obtained for PM copper used to develop this model [15] , which limits the ability to make precise scientific comments on this disparity. The powder size can dictate the grain sizes in the sintered parts, and HIP can further recrystallize or coarsen each of these (Section 4.1). A detailed evaluation of the grain structures and nature of porosity in the sintered, as well as HIPed, samples using 3dimensional visualization techniques may provide further insight into the significance of these findings in the context of PM data for similar powders. An Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS) study of the surface composition of BJ copper has shown the presence of residual carbon of up to 4.69 wt% after pyrolysis of binder after sintering as presented by Bai and co-author in a previous study [35] . This can also be a detriment to the strength. Future studies may also consider the influence of printing orientation rather than randomizing the orientations as in this study, as this may provide further information regarding the isotropy of strength of parts fabricated using this process chain. Fig. 9 presents the ductility of the fabricated specimen along with the predicted values based on the model given in Eq. (2) . It is important to note that one may expect limited repeatability in the results for 25 μm sintered specimens and bimodal sintered specimens due to (i) defects in samples from damage caused by impurities in the powder, (ii) damage to green parts while handling, and (iii) the availability of only one bimodal sintered sample for testing.
Tensile strength
Ductility
The printed parts have higher ductility than the values expected from the model in the case of the 17 μm and 25 μm parts (~15% and higher porosity), while the model seems to overpredict the ductility in the case of bimodal parts (b10% porosity). In the case of parts with open porosity (N~10%), this could be due to the distribution of porosity localized near the surface as compared to the internal regions, and layer interface bonding defects in binder jet parts as seen in the sample micrographs of 17 μm specimens in the YZ plane (Fig. 5 ). This pore distribution is different from the uniform spread of pores that may be expected from sintered powders, as assumed in the model.
In the case of lower porosity (i.e., bimodal) parts, the surface porosity is completely sealed, with the majority of the remaining porosity homogeneously distributed in the inner regions (Fig. 6 ). This porosity distribution may be closer to what is obtained by sintering of loose powders to similar densities, and the difference in ductility may be due to factors such as difference in grain structure, purity of the copper powders used in each case, and oxide formation resulting from binder burn-off (as discussed in [35] ). A detailed experimental design to study the influence of these factors is required to draw precise comparisons between PM techniques and the BJ-sintering-HIP processing methodology. Such detailed investigations in the future can help formulate more accurate mathematical relations to express the variation of ductility with porosity for these processing conditions.
Young's modulus
The Young's modulus is expected to decrease with increase in density per German's data for PM copper [16] . From Table 2 , it is observed that it does decrease upon densification of the 25 μm and bimodal powder specimens, but there is no statistically significant reduction for 17 μm specimens as the density difference upon HIP in that case is also minimal. A relation similar to Eq. (1) may be expected for the dependence of Young's modulus on porosity as well for PM copper. Using the data in [16] , the values for K and m were found to be 1.0092 and −3.83 respectively at an R 2 value of 0.9987. However, this relation does not seem to apply in a comparison of, say, high porosity 25 μm specimens vs. low porosity bimodal specimens. This is supported by discussions in [36, 37] . These works suggest in their analysis of Young's modulus-porosity correlations that the parameters K and m can be strongly dependent on the pore structure and processing conditions, and that this dependency can vary from one property to another. They present that this is not understood thoroughly enough for an objective micromechanical determination of pore characteristics using the empirically determined values of these parameters. These may hence be further explored in future work by an independent analysis of pore structures in addition to empirical calculations.
Further, there are more involved micromechanical models in the two-component systems literature for Young's modulus including those based on Maxwell's work [38, 39] and Mori and Tanaka's work [40] that can potentially be applied to BJ copper, with the assistance of further understanding of pore geometry from three-dimensional visualization tools such as Computed Tomography (CT) scans. This is left to be part of future studies, with the focus of this article being kept on thermal and electrical conductivity models for copper in the following sections. There is also prior work on models developed for Young's modulus of BJ ceramics [36] that can form as a suitable reference for the development of similar models for metals such as copper.
Thermal conductivity
The results from thermal conductivity measurements conducted with the laser flash method are presented in Fig. 10 along with a comparison to the various models introduced in Section 2.2. Fig. 9 . Ductility observed in comparison to model predictions.
The thermal conductivity increases with decrease in the porosity, as is expected. A highest conductivity of 327.9 W/m·K is obtained with bimodal HIPed specimens, which is 84.5% of the theoretical conductivity (388 W/m·K). It is clear in Fig. 9 that all of the models overestimate the conductivity in comparison to the observed data. There are several possible reasons for the low thermal conductivity values observed in the samples. First, there is a disparity in the shapes and distribution of the pores assumed in comparison to each of the models, as explained in Section 2.2, thus the models do not accurately represent the physical conditions of the samples. In addition, none of the models account for the presence of grain boundaries or microscale defects within the samples, both of which have the effect of reducing thermal conductivity.
While the measured thermal conductivity is lower than expected from the models, the thermal conductivity does scale nearly linearly with porosity as predicted by the models. Extrapolating from the data gives a value of thermal conductivity for fully dense parts to bẽ 335 W/m·K. This value is about 14% lower than the expected thermal conductivity (388 W/m·K) for pure copper. While this extrapolation is not to be taken as an accurate scientific prediction for the thermal conductivity of fully-dense BJ parts, it is presented to note that the expected value will be less than that of pure copper processed via traditional PM of fine powders. This reduction in thermal conductivity can be attributed to possible impurity of the copper powders used, residual carbon after the binder burn-off, and the presence of thermal resistance at the grain boundaries. These aspects may be individually investigated in depth in future work.
An alternate approach to examining the thermal conductivity of copper is to use the effective medium theory (EMT, Eq. (7)). With the EMT one can obtain a better approximation of the thermal conductivity of the solid copper within the matrix (k 1 ) by rewriting Eq. (7) in the following form.
Again, here k is the thermal conductivity of the porous sample, k 1 and v 1 are the thermal conductivity and volume fraction, respectively, for the solid copper, and k 2 and v 2 are the thermal conductivity and volume fraction, respectively, for the voids in the samples. This expression returns the conductivity (k 1 ) of the pore-free copper matrix for each processing condition, accounting for the effects of grain boundaries, impurities, and any other non-porosity-related effects. This calculated value of k 1 will henceforth be referred to as k fd , for conductivity at "full density" for a given powder and processing condition combination. This plot shows that for all of the cases, the estimated thermal conductivity of the pore-free copper matrix is at least 335 W/m·K. The next step in attempting to understand the physics of heat conduction in copper processed in this manner is to calculate the grain boundary thermal resistance for the samples in this study. This analysis excludes the data from sintered 25 μm specimens, since their microstructure could not be characterized due to extensive porosity. The anomalous prediction for high thermal conductivity as seen in Fig. 11 could hence not be scientifically explored further than the possible inapplicability of this model to specimens with porosity that is extensive as well as highly heterogeneous. The thermal resistance due to grain boundaries can be estimated with Eq. (8) and by replacing the thermal conductivity of the polycrystalline material (k poly ) with the measured value of the fully dense copper matrix (k fd ) as
The number of grain boundaries per unit length (n) is estimated based on the grain size data from Table 2 . The grain size is averaged over both orientations for each type of specimen. The total number of grains per unit length is approximated as being equal to the total length (1 m) divided by the average grain diameter, d g (in meters). Rearranging Eq. (14) for R th yields
where k single is taken as 388 W/m·K. The results of calculating the grain boundary thermal resistance for each processing condition are presented Fig. 12 .
The data shows that the thermal resistance of grain boundaries in the cases of Binder Jet copper subjected to sintering/HIP is within an order of magnitude of the lower bound that one could expect for metal-metal interfaces as demonstrated in the literature [23, 24] . One would reasonably expect that the boundary resistances here would be greater than for the pristine metal-metal interfaces that give the lower bound, since these samples are far from ideal as they include impurities, carbon residue, and oxides among other factors.
Electrical conductivity
A similar analysis is done for the electrical resistivity measurements to compare with the same set of models as in Section 4.5, and the results are presented in Fig. 13 .
The electrical conductivity follows a trend similar to that reported for the thermal conductivity prediction. The conductivity of HIPed bimodal specimens was observed to be 5.2 × 10 7 S/m (93.6% IACS). However, the electrical conductivity prediction at full density approaches a value of 5.6 × 10 7 S/m (or 96.6% IACS), which is closer to the theoretical value of 5.8 × 10 7 S/m (100% IACS) than the thermal conductivity projection (86.4%). However, it is important to note that the electrical and thermal conductivities were not measured in the same directions with respect to printing orientations. Specifically, the electrical conductivity specimens were all rods printed parallel to the build plane on the printer (XYZ orientation, per [33] ), with the measurements taken along the length (Y-direction). The thermal conductivity specimens were discs printed with the thickness along the build direction (XYZ orientation), which is the direction of measurement (Z-direction). Hence, layer interface bonding issues in the higher-porosity specimens (Figs. 4,5 ) may cause disparity in these values. This difference is further investigated in Section 4.7 using the Wiedemann-Franz Law.
Relation between thermal and electrical conductivity
The thermal conductivity measured for various porosities is plotted against that calculated by the Wiedemann-Franz Law as described by Koh and Fortini for PM copper (Section 2.3) in Fig. 14. The figure shows that the model underestimates the thermal conductivity for higher porosity (lower electrical conductivity) specimens and overestimates it for lower porosity specimens. Since the thermal transport through the metallic copper is dominated by the electronic contribution, the Wiedemann-Franz law should be applicable. However, since the parts do exhibit directional porosity (layer bonding defects in higher porosity specimens) and the measurements of thermal and electrical conductivity were taken in orthogonal directions, it is likely that this anisotropy is the reason for the variation between the model and the experimental results.
Summary and future work
The effects of porosity on various material properties of copper fabricated by BJ of three different powder types, followed by sintering and HIP, have been investigated in comparison to models in the literature for copper parts with porosity achieved through other processing methods. The major findings are summarized below:
• The bimodal, HIPed copper specimens were found to have the highest density of 97.3%. These also had the most favorable material properties, of tensile strength of 176 MPa (80.2% wrought strength), thermal conductivity of 327.9 W/m·K (84.5% of wrought value), and an electrical conductivity of 5.2 × 10 7 S/m (93.6% IACS). • The strength of copper parts is found to be less than that predicted by the model (Fig. 8 ), which may be attributed to the presence of microstructural issues and differences in the grain structure due to differences in powder material and/or manufacturing techniques. • The ductility model overestimates the elongation in the low-porosity regimes due to microstructural and compositional differences, and underestimate the same in the high-porosity regimes where the porosity spread is localized to the surface as compared to uniformly distributed pores in sintered Cu powders ( Fig. 9 ). • The measured thermal conductivity was found to decrease linearly with increasing porosity, and it was also~10-15% less than that predicted by various models in the literature (Fig. 10) . The reduced thermal conductivity was attributed to thermal resistance possibly introduced through grain boundaries, defects created during the manufacturing process, carbon residue from binder pyrolysis, or the presence of oxides. • The Effective Medium model gave the best predictions of the thermal conductivity (Fig. 11 ), and this model was also useful for estimating an upper limit on the grain boundary thermal resistance ( Fig. 12 ). • The electrical conductivity was found to compare similarly with models existing in the literature. The prediction for electrical conductivity at full density, based on a generalized linear trend, is 96.6% IACS (Fig. 13 ).
Using these electrical conductivity values to estimate the thermal conductivity with the Wiedemann-Franz Law gave a variation in the disparity between the predicted and observed thermal conductivity (Fig. 14) . These differences are likely due to the fact that the electrical and thermal conductivity were measured in perpendicular directions, and the samples were not isotropic (Figs. 4, 5 ).
In general, the properties analyzed are observed to consistently fall below the predictions based on both Powder Metallurgy and twocomponent structural models. In the case of a comparison with PM copper, differences are attributed to the less uniform porosity distribution, variations in purity of powders, and in grain structures arising from various powders and processing conditions for each level of porosity achieved using BJ. A more elaborate analysis of achieving varying degrees of porosities through changing the sintering or HIP conditions for each of the powders is required to derive relations similar to PM equations (Section 2) for BJ. The predictions for thermal and electrical conductivity based on models for two-component systems are also higher than the observed values, due to (i) each of these models assuming a different kind of porosity distribution than that observed for each of the Binder Jet specimens, and (ii) the possibility of additional thermal resistances in the samples due to grain boundaries, impurities, or other defects. Better approximations for both the porosity distribution (CT scans) and the influence of grain boundary effects and various impurities (composition analysis for each kind of specimen) can help to develop accurate, physics-based two-component models for thermal and electrical conductivity predictions in the future. While in this article, the authors' primary focus has been on the thermal and electrical conductivity as properties of interest, an analysis of the Young's modulus of specimens of different porosities may be placed in the context of related models in the PM and 2-component systems literature in future work. This can provide for a clearer understanding of the elastic properties, as discussed in Section 4.4. Additionally, it may be worth investigating the scalability of these material properties with increasing size and geometrical complexity of samples, owing to the unique layer-dependent nature of porosity in these specimens.
This study has placed the results for BJ of copper within the context of theoretical models in the powder metallurgy and two-component systems literature. This line of work presents opportunities for future studies incorporating statistical design of experiments to perform further investigations of the effects of powder types, printing orientation, processing parameters, measurement directions, and the development of specialized models for the BJ process chain. Developing such models will enable one to print copper parts of desired material properties using BJ by adjusting the material and processing parameters to achieve the corresponding degree and type of porosity.
